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Are we getting the band back together?

	

Heading up Kings between stormsIt was nice getting out between the storms, being able to ride the Emonda (my nice

lighter-than-light Trek vs my functional and awesome Trek Boone "rain" bike that weighs about 6 pounds more due to heavier

wheels, disc brakes, fenders, beefier frame and just doesn't feel anywhere near as responsive as the Emonda because, like, how could

it?). Still a bit wet here and there, especially heading over Jefferson to the start.

And did anyone tell you it's still COLD out there???!!! Not the absurd upper-20s cold we might see once every year or so, but rather

the mid-30s sort of cold that would be fine once in a while but two weeks of it is too much. Average temp for today's ride was 36

degrees. That means-

- Thermal tights

- Woolie Boolie socks

- Toe warmers

- Booties over the toe warmers

- Winter long-sleeve base layer

- Long-sleeve winter jersey

- Winter cycling jersey-jacket

- Winter-weight gloves

You can be comfortable dressed like that, you can even ride without overheating on a morning like this. But you're thinking how

weird it is that, at other times of the year, you might be doing this ride in a short sleeve jersey, regular cycling shorts and not even

leg warmers. And sometimes I wonder why the exposed skin on my face (and for that matter, the increasingly-exposed skin on my

head) isn't an issue. But it isn't. So you just ride and enjoy the company of the 4 others riding this morning, all content with a pretty

moderate pace. Both Kevins, Karen, and JR. JR was the surprise, since he's retired and can ride later when it's warmer, if he so

chooses. Everyone rode together, all 5 of us. Nothing like the groups of 12 we used to see, but maybe someday, in the future, it will

happen again. We've lost some of the faster folk as a few of us (ok, maybe everyone but younger Kevin, although me more than

most) have slowed down a bit over the years. Years. That's an interesting thing to contemplate. It's been years, dozens of years, that

this ride has been going on, every single Tuesday & Thursday morning, leaving at 7:45am on the dot.

It might make sense to start "advertising" this ride with its own Facebook page, kind of like the "Noon" ride and others do. Facebook

has the benefit of focusing on the here & now and making it seem attractive; Facebook's weakness is on the past. That's ironic, since

Facebook is often used by people "my age" to locate friends from the way-back days. What Facebook might do for our ride is

communicate more-realistic expectations of climbing times than I am likely to pull out of my head. Back in the day, this was a ride

for people who could climb Kings between 24-28 minutes, with a 30 minute cut-off. These days, 32 minutes or so is my new norm,

so we have an opportunity to welcome a whole new group of cyclists who are, er, more our aging-group's speed. My son Kevin can

entertain the faster folk. Who knows, maybe he could lead a second group up the hill 5 minutes behind us, catching up at the top.
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OK, the ride. We didn't do the full West Old LaHonda loop, not knowing if we'd be able to get through the slide section, plus there's

the ethics issue of riding through a section of road the county has declared closed and unsafe. Instead we rode across the top and

down into that section, viewed the damaged section of road again, then rode back the way we came. I suspect there will be many

more rides like this in our future, although we'll likely start doing some of the one-way-descents off Skyline to spice things up.

And, just because I'm a bit nuts, I'm sad that tomorrow is a Wednesday so I don't get to ride in the "big" storm. Hopefully something

will be left over for us Thursday morning!
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